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COUPLED STATES OF TWO KINKS IN A SYSTEMWITH NONLINEAR DAMPING�M.A. KnyazevInstitute of Applied Physis, National Aademy of Sienes of Belarus16, Aademiheskaya Street, Minsk 220072, Belarus(Reeived Otober 20, 2000)The oupled states of two kinks and/or antikinks for salar model withfourth-order potential in presene of linear and nonlinear fritional termsand absene of external fore are onstruted.PACS numbers: 02.03.Jr, 03.04.Kf1. Introdution and formulation of the problemTo study the transport phenomena in biologial systems the model wassuggested where the oherent exitation of polar modes that are stabilizedby non-linear deformations of the system are used [1℄. These deformationswere desribed by a repulsive fourth-order term in the polarization �eld.A modi�ation of this model that aounts for a linear fritional term wasused in [2℄ for desription of the non-linear dynamis of biologial materials.In that paper the exat solution of equation of motion was onstrutedand the possibility of loss-free transport of energy in biologial materialswas pointed out. In [3℄ the restrition on the possibility to realize suh asolution in physial systems or biologial materials was indiated beause ithas an in�nite energy. It was onluded on the results of alulation of theenergy loss veloity. The veloity was �xed and determined by a onstantdamping oe�ient only. Hene the onlusion may be derived that forstable propagation of solution in a fritional medium in absene of drivingfore the in�nite energy is required. But another interpretation in suh anative medium may be possible when the energy is unde�ned, namely, thesystem an be onsidered as unlosed.� Presented at the XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �TransportPhenomena from Quantum to Classial Regimes�, Ustro«, Poland, September 25�Otober 1, 2000. (557)



558 M.A. KnyazevFor further modi�ation of the model of ative medium the non-linearfritional e�ets should be aounted for. Suh approah was used for de-sription of the Josephson juntions, harge density waves and struturaltransitions [4, 5℄. In these problems only one-soliton or one-kink solutionsof nonlinear equations were studied. Here the solutions of the equation ofmotion that orrespond to oupled states of two kinks and/or antikinks insalar �eld theory with linear and nonlinear frition are onstruted. Inves-tigation of the new solutions allows to desribe the additional peuliaritiesof physial phenomena under investigation. Besides, they may be useful forthe problem of integrability [6℄.To study two kink and/or antikink solutions in ative medium let usonsider a simple (1+1)-dimensional model of salar �eld theory with fourth-order potential and take into aount the linear and nonlinear fritionale�ets. If an external fore is absent, the equation of motion has a form�tt � �xx + ��t + ��2t � �+ �3 = 0 : (1)Here � and � are damping (fritional) oe�ients, �tt = �2�=�t2 and so on.To solve this equation the method for solving nonlinear equation of math-ematial physis extending the Hirota method to the ase of degeneray wasused [7℄. Aording to this method a funtion �(x; t) should be replaed bynew unknown funtion F (x; t) by means of Cole�Hopf transformation withan arbitrary oe�ient �. Unlike as in the Hirota method, a onrete valueof this oe�ient is determined at the last stage of onstrution of a one-kink solution. Then F (x; t) is represented as a formal series in powers of aparameter " whih does not have to be smallF (x; t) = 1 + "f1 + "2f2 + : : : ; (2)By substituting this series for F (x; t) into Eq. (1) and equating to zerooe�ients for every degree of " an in�nite system of linear di�erential equa-tions for new unknown funtions fi(x; t); i = 1; 2; : : : may be obtained. Toonstrut two-kink solutions the �rst three equations of this system areneeded. They have the formf1;xtt � f1;xxx + �f1;xt � f1;x = 0 ;f2;xtt � f2;xxx + �f2;xt � f2;x = 2f1;xtf1;t + f1;ttf1;x� 3f1;xxf1;x + �f1;tf1;x � ��f21;xt ;f3;xtt � f3;xxx + �f3;xt � f3;x = 2f1;xtf2;t + 2f1;tf2;xt + f1;ttf2;x+ f1;xf2;tt � 2f1;xf21;t � 3f1;xxf2;x � 3f1;xf2;xx � ��2 � 2� f31;x+ �f1;tf2;x + �f1;xf2;t � 2��f1;xtf2;xt + 2��f1;xf1;tf1;xt+ 2f1f2;xtt � 2f1f2;xxx + 2�f1f2;xt � 2f1f2;x : (3)



Coupled States of Two Kinks in a System with Nonlinear Damping 559It is lear that for every i, funtion fi(x; t) is determined by previous fun-tions only. 2. Two-kink solutionTo onstrut the expliit expressions for solutions that desribe the ou-pled states of two kinks/antikinks or kink and antikink, let us write downthe funtions f1 and f2 in the following formf1(x; t) = exp�k1x� !1t+ �(0)1 �+ exp�k2x� !2t+ �(0)2 � ;f2(x; t) = A exp h2�k1x� !1t+ �(0)1 � i+B exp h(k1 + k2)x� (!1 + !2)t+�(0)1 + �(0)2 i+ C exp h2�k2x� !2t+ �(0)2 �i : (4)Here ki; !i and �i; i = 1; 2 are parameters of solution whih may be on-sidered as analogues of wave number, multipliation of phase veloity onwave number and initial phase shift. Unlike in the Hirota method, there areno speial requirements on the oe�ients A;B and C and the onditionki 6= kj does not apply.An analysis of one kink (antikink) solution demonstrated that for one-partile funtion the parameter ! takes two values (negative and positive):! = ��p�2 + 3�)� :In appropriate way, the parameter k takes two values for every !:k2 = 2�2 � �2� � �2 + � � �(2� �)p�2 + 3�� :Here the minus sign orresponds to negative ! and the plus sign orrespondsto positive !. For �xed ! di�erent signs of k orrespond to kink and antikink.Two-kink solutions may be onstruted if the expliit expressions foroe�ients A;B and C are obtained. It is possible to do by substitutingEqs. (4) into right hand side of the third of Eqs. (3) and equating to zerothe oe�ients for every exponential funtion. Additionally, it allows totrunate the series in Eq. (2) as in the Hirota method.The results of alulation of the solutions that orrespond to oupledstates of two kinks and/or antikinks may be presented in the form (forsimpliity, all initial phase shift are put equal to zero):



560 M.A. Knyazev1) negative !a) two kinks; k1 = k2 = k (two antikinks; k1 = k2 = �k)�(x; t) = 2 exp(�) [1 + 2A exp(�)℄1 + 2A exp(�) [1 + 2A exp(�)℄ ;where � = �kx� !t for kinks and antikinks, respetively, andA = 2��p�2 + 3� � 2�2� � 3�26�2� + 6�2 � 6��p�2 + 3� � 4�2 � 6� + 4�p�2 + 3� ;b) kink and antikink; k1 = �k2 = k�(x; t)= exp(�+)+exp(��)+A exp(2�+)+B exp(�++��)+A exp(2��)1+exp(�+)+exp(��)+A exp(2�+)+B exp(�++��)+A exp(2��) ;where �+ = kx� !t, �� = �kx� !t, B = (K2K5 �K3K4)=K1K5,K1 = 16�2 � 16�p�2 + � + 24� � 2�2� + 2��p�2 + 3� ;K2 = 16�2 � 16�p�2 + 3� + 24� + 2�2� � 2��p�2 + 3� � 3�2 ;K3 = 2��p�2 + 3� � 2�2� � 3�2 ;K4 = 16�2 � 16��p�2 + 3� + 24� + 16�2� � 16��p�2 + 3� + 30�2 ;K5 = 6�2� + 6�2 � 6��p�2 + 3� � 4�2 � 6� + 4�p�2 + 3� :2) positive !a) two kinks; k1 = k2 = k (two antikinks; k1 = k2 = �k)�(x; t) = 2 exp(�) [1 + 2C exp(�)℄1 + 2 exp(�) [1 + 2C exp(�)℄ ;where � = �kx� !t for kinks and antikinks, respetively,C = � 2�2� + 2��p�2 + 3� + 3�26�2� + 6�2 + 6��p�2 + 3� � 4�2 � 6� � 4�p�2 + 3� ;



Coupled States of Two Kinks in a System with Nonlinear Damping 561b) kink and antikink; k1 = �k2 = k�(x; t)= exp(�+)+exp(��)+C exp(2�+)+D exp(�++��)+C exp(2��)1+exp(�+)+exp(��)+C exp(2�+)+D exp(�++��)+C exp(2��) ;where �+ = kx� !t, �� = �kx� !t, D = (N2N5 +N3N4)=N1N5,N1 = 16�2 + 16�p�2 + 3� + 24� � 2�2� � 2��p�2 + 3� ;N2 = 16�2 + 16�p�2 + 3� + 24� + 2�2� + 2��p�2 + 3� � 3�2 ;N3 = 2�2� + 2��p�2 + 3� + 3�2 ;N4 = 16�2 + 16�p�2 + 3� + 24� + 16�2� + 16��p�2 + 3� + 30�2 ;N5 = 6�2� + 6�2 + 6��p�2 + 3� � 4�2 � 6� � 4�p�2 + 3� :3. ConlusionThe two kink and/or antikink oupled states for the model with fourth-order potential in presene of linear and nonlinear fritional terms and ab-sene of external fore are onstruted. Taking into aount a linear fritiononly leads to one negative value of the parameter onneted with kink ve-loity. If a nonlinear square frition is taken into aount, the two valuesof this parameter with di�erent signs appear. As a result the new stateswith positive veloity may be onstruted in addition to the usual stateswith negative veloity. A speial attention should be paid to the oupledstates of kink and antikink beause these solutions are loalized but notas the waves of onstant pro�le. The solutions that orrespond to oupledstates of topologially non-trivial on�gurations allow to desribe the newpeuliarities of transport phenomena in the ative media. In partiular, fora blood as a ferroeletri �uid it is possible to ontrol its �ow and domainstruture not only by appliation of external fore (usually, by appliationof eletromagneti �eld) but by using the mediines that an hange thefrition oe�ients of a blood. In addition to one kink on�gurations ofpolarization of blood, the oupled states give the new possibilities to vary aveloity of blood �ow and distribution of polarization in blood.A disussion of the results with P. Talkner, L. Chibotaru and R. Wojnarwas very useful. I would like to aknowledge the support of the organizers ofthe XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis whih made my visitin Ustro« possible.
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